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10% DISCOUNT
TO MEMBERS !

THIS MONTH...
Winter Sun In Mallorca with T-Mobile and
Britain’s best Young Riders
Calendar & Diary o UCI Pro Tour dates
Interview with Cycle Care’s Simon Winfield
Reliability Trials o News   & Events
The Cafe Stop Experience
Club Runs o Group Riding   o      Kit Review



     DIARY OF YOUR LIFE

CLUB EVENTS
Membership subscriptions are now due.  If you
competeor just enjoy Sunday Club Runs then you
benefit from the club and we benefit from your
participation.  For the price of a tyre fill in the form at
the back of The Sprocket.

Club Nights
Every Wednesday @ The Club
(West Wycombe village hall)
Turbo training, circuit training,
Keep Fit 7:30pm and bike chat from 8:30pm.

BOURNEMOUTH WEEKEND
Fri/Sat/Sun 25-27 Feb 2005
This is the one.  Great training. Great social.
Great weather ???
Contact Scott Paterson 01494 712 736

HWCC Annual Cycle Jumble Sale
WEDNESDAY 2nd March  7:30pm
BARGAINS BARGAINS BARGAINS !!!

SUNDAY CLUB RUNS & RELIABILITY TRIALS

Meet in High Wycombe High Street at 9am on Sunday
mornings.  ALL welcome members and non-members
alike and if  you do them all the ED will buy you a
teacake! During January and February the club run
four reliability trials. The 50 mile flat, 50 mile hilly,
the 100kms and the 100 mile.  Groups are split into
fast,  medium and steady and riders completing all
four are recognised by an award.
See the page in The Sprocket for more details.

06/02/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL.........Hilly 50 mile
20/02/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL...............100 kms
26/02/2005.............Bournemouth Training Weekend
06/03/2005.....RELIABILITY TRIAL.............. 100 mile

    OTHER EVENTS
Outdoor track: Reading Palmer Park.
Tuesdays & Thursdays 8pm-10pm £2.50.
Take your road bike and ride around in cricles without
the need to avoid motorists or charge your lights.

Tour de Langkawi
28th January - 6th February.
Loads of top pros but even
better. - the British Team.  Cheer
on Kristian House & the rest of
the team on Eurosport 2 and on-
line at
http://www.tdl.com.my/

Gorrick Exodus Spring MTB Race Series 2005
Sunday 30 January at Crowthorne Wood
Sunday 20 February at Heath Warren Wood
Sunday 13 March at Yateley Heath Wood
Sunday 3 April at Frith Hill, Deepcut
Sunday 22 May at Porridge Pot Hill, Deepcut
http://www.gorrick.com

Twickenham CC Cyclo Sportif Ride, Hampton
Court Sunday 27th February
105km 10:00
Doug Collins Tel 0208 560 8855

EDITOR’S PAGE
How are ya feeling?  Fit?  Fast?  Nah, it’s too early still,
the mornings are dark and the nights are wet.  The
roads are covered in mud & the mudguards are still
working overtime.
Some people have already started racing, but then they
have been paid to race in hot sunny places on the other
side of the planet.
How can we change our weather then eh?  Maybe we
don’t need to because we already are but cos it’s hap-
pening too slowly we dont notice it.  This January was
the second warmest since 1850 and last October was
the warmest on record.  So, no complaining, get on the
Club Runs, ride to work even bunk off work.  Winter is
supposed to be cold and miserable but take advantage

of it when it’s not icy and snowing!

Ok, so we all know we are heading towards all
the nice fluffy reliability rides so dig out your balaclavas
and thermals its time to ride in the snow/sun/rain/sleat
and wind for 8 hours , oh such fun, do them though its
good training, blah blah blah , on saying that if its icy you
can forget me , I’m not falling on my arse again I will just
train on the turbo, like we all should!!
Mind you , a training camp in the sun is always an option
boys and girls hire a villa , cheap flights , buy a map its
the only way to get in good quality miles to be honest,
watch this space a for a unique
offer coming soon , who knows..

This months edition has a
kinda magenta feel about
it, read on and you will
see why.......

RAGGY
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LETTERS TO CHIPPO
NO LETTERS THIS MONTH IM AFRAID , MY UNCLE CHIP IS TO BUSY TRAINING FOR

HIS LAST YEAR OF KICKING ARSE AND IS
ON A MISSION TO WIN MILAN SAN REMO

AND BAG A FEW CLASSICS .
I did manage to have a quick
phone call with uncle chip and he
offers some advice on riding in the
group and as a pack as his was
aware of the recent crashes on the
clubs runs as of late.

My friends , your club runs are either social or training , you have to
decide , if your going for a social chit chat , go slow , stay in twos
and dont race about , its silly and stupid and ruins the mood .
If your training on a club run , get into smaller group of about 6 or 8
and agree the pace a route and through and off as much as you can
.
DONT WONDER ALL OVER THE PLACE OR YOU WILL BE
KILLED BY A BIG LORRY

CHIPO

Let us know what you want to
achieve - email hwcc@switchtechnology.com



The High Wycombe Cycling Club has
confirmed its extensive racing
programme for 2005 season. The
programme underpins the Club’s
significant reputation in the London and
home counties area as being one most
active cycling clubs in  the whole
region.

Time Trial secretary Alan Hillier has now
confirmed the   race  programme  for
the  Club’s   ‘Points League’  for 2005.
Twenty two  races will take place
throughout the season  starting with a
10  mile  race  on Tuesday 19th April
and   the programme continues
through the season until mid August.
The League will consist of     eleven
‘10’ mile  events  [Longwick- Thame
course].      Two   ‘11’ mile circuits
[Longwick –Haddenham course].     Two
‘14’  mile Hilly circuits    [Whiteleaf
circuit]. One  ‘30’ mile [West Wycombe
–Thame course[. Four  ‘22’ mile events
[Longwick- Haddenham circuit].

Two ‘17’ mile events [Hughenden-
Prestwood Risborough circuit].

As well as the  above there will be
Interclub Championship     ‘25’ mile time
trial held on the Tatling End -
Gt.Missenden course late in September.
 There will also be    five ‘25’ mile events
run in conjunction with the West London
Combine Association also on the Tatling
End - Gt Missenden   course  and    a
‘50’ mile event.   All   of these will    be
run as Club Championship and Trophy
races.

In addition to the above  races,  Peter
Lightfoot   will be organising   on behalf
of the Club  the    Open   ‘Lesley Cole
Memorial’    ‘10’ mile time trial on the
A4  Maidenad Thicket course     on Good
Friday.

 A  new    open Hilly Circuit race  will be
organised  by Colin Fury    using a tough
course  in the  Brill and Oakley  area  on
Saturday 21st May .   Ann and Harry Henley
will run  The  Central Division Road Race
Championships  the following day 22nd May
also  using  a hilly circuit at Oakley  making
this a double weekend of racing .

 All details  from Time Trial Secretary:
Alan Hillier 01494     638688
or Club Details  from General Secretary:
Margaret Wright 01844 217517

HIGH WYCOMBE CYCLING CLUB REPORT   6/12/04.

H E R O E S - G O D S - L E G E N D S
Heroes as far as this MAG is concerned are HWCC riders and
personalities that have come to mind and have been of note, I have listed a
few below.  Now obviously these are people the editors of the mag  feel
have done really well,

I’m sure you all have someone in the club you feel has had a great season
or contributed something to the club and goes unmentioned, so what can
you do about this?
What you can do is tell the Editors of the Mag  who they are, we can get a
piece on them in the mag or even if it’s just a mention etc, then we all get
to see what they and we have a achieved and at the end of the year we can
vote for our ZEUS or ZEUSESSE.
As per usual, email us or talk to us hwcc@switchtechnology.com

February Heroes/Gods Legends  are

John Day - Already on the turbo after a hip op!  We’re not worthy.

Paul Morrissey - or Jane Torvill as he likes to be known at weekends after
taking up ice skating on a recent Christmas bike ride and ending up on
crutches.

Paul Newby - Bit of a scare but recovering well, thanks to a lifetime of
cycling (honestly, it can save your life).

Jonathon Smith - The club runs are becoming a major logistical event each
Sunday.  I mean, 36 at the beginning of January! So far so great though.

Kristian House - Team GB rider.  Currently riding
on the Tour de Langkawi as you read this but
wasn’t too busy training to fix all four of Chipo’s
punctures on a day long ride in the Mallordcan
mountains!

John Porter
This guy keeps falling off but comes back for
more.  He’s got more bruises since Christmas
than Bruno’s had in a lifetime.  He even came off
his new Litespeed the first time he rode it & didn’t
sulk, fair play!
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HWCC KIT

Get your orders in asap if you
want any High Wycombe CC
riding kit.  Delivery times from
the suppliers are taking longer

than waiting for Alan Hillier to do
25’ so speak to Dave Roberts

straight away.
Examples of HWCC race kit

modelled below.

Can you believe that this was in
January? Your Ed   spends the weekend
in Mallorca courtesy of SRM & T-Mobile.
See report for details.



SOUL BOOSTING WITH BRITAIN’S BEST BY CHIPO & RAGGY

Neil ‘Raggy’ Wragg, Paul ‘Chipo’ Morrissey & John ‘Eraserhead’ Porter from High Wycombe CC were shown around
the cycling mecca of Mallorca by the UK’s brightest cycling talents.
Geraint Thomas, Ian Stannard and Kristian House, who are currently staying at the new SRM Training Centre courtesy of
the T-Mobile Pro Cycling Team and Heiko Salzwedel (ex-GB, Germany & Australia National coach) took the club riders on
an 80 mile ride around the mountains of Mallorca.
All three lads were relaxed and were obviously enjoying the hospitality of the T-Mobile team as well taking full advantage of
the dry, sunny weather on the island.  The ride, the last one in Mallorca for Kristian who was flying straight out to Malaysia
to ride the Tour de Langkawi with the GB Team, was ridden at an easy pace until the foot of the mountains when the lads
took off and rode the climbs several times before the club riders finally reached the summit!    Geraint even rode back down
to grab Chipo’s saddle and push jhim up the steeper sections of the climb, nothing quite like the feeling of having the best
of Britain’s future talents as your domestique!

Kristian’s talents not only lay in hill climbing as he made a number of emergency
repairs to (again!) Chipo’s bike which enabled him to continue riding for the rest of the
day, a big thanks then goes to Kristian for his patience and skill at fixing wheels with
dodgy rim tape!

Kristian has since emailed me from Langkawi saying “its pretty muggy here... but
should be good.  Just looking forward to the racing starting!”   At the time of writing this
Kristian has made an impressive start by winning the King of the Mountains jersey in the
first stage & keeping hold of it so far.

All three riders had been undergoing scientific ramp testing at the SRM Training
Centre using the latest Dura-Ace compatible Powermeter cranks with the data being
translated into training plans for the lads by Heiko.
Heiko is now in charge of the T-Mobile youth development squad, guiding the young
riders through their racing and giving them any help they need along the way, whether it
is assisting the riders to get a place on a Continental pro team or to check on training
graphs emailed to him, Heiko said that “I will be their mentor for the next two years and
they can come to me at any time for advice or support.  Being a professional cyclist on
the Continental circuit is very different to what they have been used to so I will be able to help them, they are still young at
the moment but I will be able to guide them until they sign a major contract.”

Together with SRM ( http://www.srm-sports.com/ ), producers of the crank-based Powermeter,  Heiko Salzwedel has
setup a training camp in a finca near Palma in sunny Mallorca where anybody can get the same testing and performance
diagnosis as the three British lads and the T-Mobile pro cycling team.  For €120 any club rider can get testing and
diagnosis, individual training planning, nutritional and medical advice from the world’s leading coach.

We stayed at the nearby BARCELO PUEBLO PARK Hotel (Tel: +34 971 26 17 00).   This hotel is perfect for cyclists
with all-you-can-eat buffet style restaurant for breakfast, lunch and dinner, two pools and a fitness centre and it also houses
the best cycle workshop facilities on the island.  Whilst we were there we were sharing the facilities with Danilo Hondo and
the rest of the Gerolsteiner pro team as well as Floyd Landis and his Phonak pro team.  Since the Phonak team alone
brought 50 bikes with them the track pump was getting plenty of use!

The hotel is just 20 minutes cycle ride from the SRM Training Centre, 5 miles from Palma and just yards from the
beach but there are also beds available in SRM’s finca itself. For further information on the accommodation and testing
facilities at the SRM Training Camp contact http://www.srm-sports.com/ or  email me at hwcc@switchtechnology.com.

I (Raggy) got tested on the SRM ergotrainer by Heiko and managed a power output of 320 watts which paled into
comparison to Geraint’s power output of 420 watts a few days earlier!  Watch out for Geraint it has been mentioned by
current GB Track coach, David Brailsford that ‘Geraint has the best potential talent of any GB rider he has ever seen’.
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We had fantastic weather for our weekend’s training in Mallorca, in the two days riding we did over 160 miles in
Spring like sunshine with dry, quiet roads and the purest blue skies.  However, Mallorca in January doesn’t guarantee you
this great weather, we were lucky because the day after we left it snowed and it the last time that happened was 1985!
Mallorca sees over 30,000 cyclists for winter training and sun and it easy to see why. Any ride can be tailored for either flat,
quiet roads or steep mountainous hairpins.  On day one we rode over the mountains into Soller where the steep
switchbacks down into the town can be lethal, ask John who went skidding across the clifftop roads on the first ride on his
new Litespeed!  On day two we took a flat route through the woodland roads around the South West corner of the island.
Ask any club member about the benefits of winter training in Mallorca & they’ll tell you since most have been or go
regularly.   Dry, warm, sunny miles in January -

it’s good for  the soul you see!



March
06.03.05 13.03.05 Paris - Nice FRA
09.03.05 15.03.05 Tirreno - Adriatico ITA
April
19.03.05 19.03.05 Milano - Sanremo ITA
03.04.05 03.04.05 Ronde van Vlaanderen / Tour des Flandres BEL
04.04.05 08.04.05 Vuelta Ciclista al Pais Vasco ESP
06.04.05 06.04.05 Gent-Wevelgem BEL
10.04.05 10.04.05 Paris - Roubaix FRA
17.04.05 17.04.05 Amstel Gold Race NED
20.04.05 20.04.05 La Flèche Wallonne BEL
24.04.05 24.04.05 Liège - Bastogne - Liège BEL
26.04.05 01.05.05 Tour de Romandie SUI
May
07.05.05 29.05.05 Giro d’Italia ITA
16.05.05 22.05.05 Volta a Catalunya ESP
June
05.06.05 12.06.05 Critérium du Dauphiné Libéré FRA
11.06.05 19.06.05 Tour de Suisse SUI
19.06.05 19.06.05 Contre la montre par équipe NED
July
02.07.05 24.07.05 Tour de France FRA
31.07.05 31.07.05 HEW-Cyclassics-Cup - Hamburg GER
August
03.08.05 10.08.05 Tour of Benelux NED
13.08.05 13.08.05 Clasica Ciclista San Sebastian - San Sebastian ESP
15.08.05 23.08.05 Deutschland Tour GER
27.08.05 18.09.05 Vuelta a España ESP
28.08.05 28.08.05 GP Ouest France-Plouay FRA
September
12.09.05 18.09.05 Tour de Pologne POL
October
02.10.05 02.10.05 Züri Metzgete SUI
09.10.05 09.10.05 Paris - Tours FRA
15.10.05 15.10.05 Giro di Lombardia ITA

UCI ProTeams Country

BEL DVL DAVITAMON-LOTTO
BEL QSD QUICKSTEP
DEN CSC TEAM CSC
ESP EUS FUNDACION CICLISTA EUSKADI
ESP IBA ILLES BALEARS
ESP LST LIBERTY SEGUROS TEAM
ESP SDV SAUNIER DUVAL - PRODIR
FRA BTL BOUYGUES TELECOM
FRA C.A CREDIT AGRICOLE
FRA COF COFIDIS, LE CREDIT PAR TELEPHONE
FRA FDJ FRANÇAISE DES JEUX
GER GST GEROLSTEINER
GER TMO T-MOBILE TEAM
ITA DOM DOMINA VACANZE
ITA FAS FASSA BORTOLO
ITA LAM LAMPRE - CAFFITA
ITA LIQ LIQUIGAS-BIANCHI
NED RAB RABOBANK
USA DSC DISCOVERY CHANNEL PRO CYCLING TEAM USA

2005 sees a big change for the International Professional Road Racing calendar. There is no World Cup anymore, Paolo
Bettini was the last ever winner of the UCI World Cup as all  the major events are now contained within the ‘ProTour’.
19 of the world’s top pro cycling teams will compete in this elite league which comprises of all the major stage races as well
as the smaller stage races and the biggest one day races from Belguim to Spain.
The ProTour gives an individual ranking, a team ranking and a country ranking and every team must compete in every race.

Début / Start Fin / End Epreuve / Race Pays / Country

UCI PRO TOUR CALENDAR
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THE HIGH WYCOMBE  CYCLING CLUB
80TH  CELEBRATION  ANNUAL DINNER AND PRIZE PRESENTATION

By Margaret Wright

I took on the  central role of Dinner
organiser for 2004,  and as it was the
Clubs 80th year I set  out to try and make
it a bit special.  A venue was the first
priority so Gordon and I investigated
many possible functions rooms, as did
other committee members.  We
targeted places that could seat 100 but
there are surprisingly few of them in the
wider High Wycombe area.   Many we
looked were either too small or too
expensive or in the wrong place.

The Club had been to The Holiday Inn
at Handy Cross a few years ago in its
former guise as the Crest Hotel  now
revamped and under new ownership.
It fitted most of our needs  so it was the
final choice. They gave us the
opportunity to have a very wide choice
on each course which proved popular.

Our old friends
the trusted
‘Silver Rainbow
Disco’  were
booked again, as
they are a safe
and reliable
group and we
know exactly
what we’ll get.
After some
guesstimates on

 possible ticket sales financial planning
indicated a target ticket price around
£26.  Not too high to deter folk,  but not
so low it might result in a loss. It’s
always a  difficult balance to strike.

Jack Pearson-Guest of Honour:  For the
80th dinner the choice of guest of honour
needed some careful thought.  I
suggested former President and current
Vice President  93 year old Jack
Pearson who has been a Club member
since 1927.   He   was  given a
unanimous  thumbs  up by the
Committee   and Jack agreed to do the
honours for us. He turned out to be a
star turn  in his own inimitable style,
direct and to the point with a  sense of
humour.  Gordon subsequently
prepared a powerpoint slide  show to
support his presentation of Jack’s  years
in the sport and the Club.  Gordon also
prepared a  rolling slide show of 80
years of the Club using many of my
photos and  information.

Meanwhile:   Running in conjunction
with all the dinner planning   was   the
task of  organising the prize
presentation. Throughout the year Alan
and I  keep an account of   trophy
winners, record breakers, etc.  and this
information is mainly obtained  from
the Bucks Free Press, and Mid Week
reports, plus evening league results,
and various other sources throughout
the season.     A list of all  winners is
compiled and    I prepare   the detailed
engravers  list  for Alan to check and
modify as necessary.   This contains
all the championship winners,  plus all
other cup winners and so on.  And all
the BAR average times are  sorted and
calculated by Gordon.

After the trophies have all been
collected by Alan  they are transported
to   ‘Ace Awards’ in London, via Scott
Paterson. We’ve  used this company
for many years as they are  very reliable
and not too expensive.  This year there
were some 45  individual awards to be
sorted.

Calling out List:  Once the engraving
list is completed,  a dinner   ‘Calling
Out List’ is prepared which is essential
to  a smooth delivery on the night.  In
the  meantime Scott collects the
trophies and  returns them to Alan,  for
cleaning and sorting in  readiness   for
the  presentation.

Sales and promotion:  Promoting the
dinner involves circulating full dinner
details to all members and inviting
ticket orders by a specified date. It gets
nail biting as the deadline closes in and
many members  have still  not
responded !  It’s a time for a  steady
nerve and a lot of chasing up of people
you know who want to come, but are
dragging their feet. It can  also be a
time of nice surprises as well. This year
some very welcome old faces made the
effort to come.  Meanwhile the menu
card  is compiled and printed with  all
the necessary detail – menu, speeches,
order of events, and all prize winners.
A great  deal of work goes into this task
and it is disappointing  at  the end of

the dinner
to see so
many of
t h e m
s t r e w n
around the
room!  I’ve
still  got all
mine from
back down
the years.

100s of photos and cuttings:   Its
usual to have some sort of photo
display at a Wycombe  Dinner, but this
year I made a special  effort and made
good use of the lounge area.
Hundreds of both old  and modern
photos,  along with  Albums, old  Club
magazines’s etc., were  displayed  on
boards  in the  lounge leading up to
the Redgrave suite.  The positive
feedback indicated this  was a big
success and major source of interest
on the night.

Bucks Free Press:  The  Bucks
Free Press were invited to send a
photographer as we do each year,
and in general they comply, but this
year the person sent was;  well,  not
one of the best we’ve seen. I was
confident the BFP  would give us a
good coverage as it was our 80th.

But it   was a very big
disappointment  - one of the
smallest Dinner reports and photo  I
have known for over 40 years.

Table Planning:  Another  balancing
act is the seating plan. I put some
considerable time into this to try and
ensure everyone sits with who they
want to sit with and I also try and
match the group on each table. With
experience the end outcome seems
to keep almost everyone happy

As preparations nears completion:
A list of  helpers who  have  worked
hard for the  club over the past year
is assembled so they  can be
recognised in an appropriate way on
the night with token presents.

‘D Day’ minus two:   As the big day
rapidly approaches numerous  details
have to be  checked to ensure its all
coming together at the right time and
this includes much coordination with
the hotel so each party is very clear
about all detailed aspects of the
arrangements. I’ve learnt to take
nothing for granted. It’s a case of  ‘if
in doubt you check it out’.  This year
we had balloons on the tables as you
will all remember. The Balloon shop
in the Octagon were easy to work with
and their task  slotted in seamlessly
on the day. Other final checks  were
put in place with  the Disco,  with Alan
and Scott regarding  trophies  and
awards  and final checks with Alan on
the callout list.   Coordination takes
place with Malcolm Freeman who was
the announcer  for the evening this
year. Final numbers were given to the
hotel together with detailed listing of
what menu items  were to be served
to each table. The main analysis for
this was kindly undertaken by Ann
Henley.

Club Champion Toby
returned from Germany to
beat all the competition

L a d i e s
Champion
P a t r i c i a
H i c k s
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http://www.mugsdirect.co.uk
01494 484105

Using the latest digital technology,
we can produce stunning quality
images onto the widest range of
Earthenware and Bone China

mugs in the UK today.



http://www.mugsdirect.co.uk
01494 484105

Using the latest digital technology,
we can produce stunning quality
images onto the widest range of
Earthenware and Bone China

mugs in the UK today.

An evening plan of action: The final plan
is a  time schedule for the evening. This
details what will happen in what order with
target times.  . Without this the evening can
drift out of control. It happens unseen as far
as the guest are concerned but you may just
have noticed Gordon as ‘Master of
Ceremonies’ periodically scanning  notes
and the clock and adjusting the pace of the
evening with the timing of cross toasts and
other table activities and the speeches. It is
all managed unseen  and flexibly to  keep
the whole function steady moving forward
at the right pace. We know from experience
now the approximate time  needed for each
chunk of the evening  and we know how to
try and avoid the delay points.

‘D Day’ : The dinner day  arrives  and I go
over all the last minute detail  making  sure
I have every thing ready by constantly
checking my lists   of  what I need  to take
with me: cards, pictures,  pins, blue tack,
scissors, cellotape, presents etc. etc etc. You
name it and I probably take it  including my
own cloths for the evening.  When  we
packed the car this year  it was full to roof
with menus, photos, display boards, raffle
prizes ,  presents and  the  80th birthday
mugs.

Arrive at the Venue:   We arrived at the
venue  a good three hours before the off
and set about arranging all the table items,
menus etc pictures around the walls, whilst
Alan displays  all the trophies. At this point
the disco arrive and set up all their kit.  I
certainly appreciated the help, this year from
Ann Henley and Trisha  and who assisted
with things like placing the mugs and plac-
ing the named menu cards at the correct
seat position.  With a good team  it works
like clockwork.  There  is a surprising amount
to do in the last couple of hours or so before
people arrive, involving   some last minute
buzzing around and conferring with the ca-
tering Manager Mathew Hack over final ad-
justments to table positions in the room etc.

And Finally:    the members and guests
arrive, all oblivious, as it should of course,
to all the team work that has gone on to bring
the dinner function   to a conclusion.  After
the customary Bucks Free Press photo call
everyone got seated and the  ‘Show was  on
the road’.  And the rest  as they say is his-
tory. A great deal  of help was also forth-
coming from Hannah Morrissey,  and Dave
Roberts  and Helen Chapman  who very suc-
cessfully sold raffle tickets on the night.

To conclude:  Gordon and I  went home
very late  and tired. And fell into bed.   but
it did   not finish there.   I had to write the
Dinner Report for the Bucks Free Press to
go with the photo they have taken, then
gradually tidy up all the chaos caused in the
house  in the last couple of weeks  and sort
out all the money ins and outs   and put a
set of accounts together.

THE HIGH WYCOMBE  CYCLING CLUB
80TH  CELEBRATION  ANNUAL DINNER AND PRIZE PRESENTATION

By Margaret Wright

Was the  80th dinner a success ?

Well judging from  all the  feedback from various members it seemed to be
so,  but when you are so involved in so much planning and detail it is hard to
stand back and judge. We hope everyone liked the 80th birthday mugs. We
decided only two weeks out from  the dinner to do this with some sponsorship
money and we were very fortunate to find a small company called Mugs Direct
at Lane End who were able to work very fast from our photos.

Margaret Wright Jan 2005.

Clive Nicholls.
Receiving his
award as one
of the HWCC
Time Trial
Gods
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Whole Latte Love – A guide to improving the café stop experience

Now I did warn you that this coming but once you start enjoying coffee as it
should be made then you’ll want to tell the world as well.  Anyway, being a
coffee snob is part of the whole sensual experience of drinking coffee, and it’s
a much more exclusive club than being a wine snob.  Firstly, you need to know
what types of drink there are. Find your fave then at least you know what to
reward yourself with, after those hard 40 miles out to the café.

Espresso is a black, Italian style coffee that literally means “made on the sport for someone who orders
it”. It is served in a small, demitasse (3 oz) cup of strong coffee produced on a machine designed just
for that purpose. All coffee based drinks start with a shot of espresso as it’s base.

Latte: Large quantity of milk, small quantity of coffee. Something the Italians might serve to their
children.  It is a great introductory drink, the coffee is softened almost to the point of non-existence
and it is topped by just a whisper of foam. Very approachable, perfect for non-coffee drinkers and and
the warm milk crowd.

Café au Lait: The French version of a latte. Big and Milky. Something to dip your croissant in, to linger
over or to wake up with. It is made with steamed milk and double strength, dark roast coffee in a 50:50
ratio. 50% steamed milk, 50% coffee. Foam is generally not a feature of this drink but I won’t tell if you
don’t tell. Float a little foam on top if you want.  Typically served in a large bowl or anything that you
can wrap your hands around in a loving embrace. Espresso is not a feature of this drink and so it could
also be called a Poor Mans latte. section for more details.

Mocha: Considered by many to be the gateway drink of the espresso world. A lot of people get hooked
and stay hooked on these things. Chocolate, sugar, and did I say chocolate?

Cappuccino: The undeniable classic and darling of the espresso world. It is the perfect
example of milk and coffee done right. The cup itself should hold 5 to 7oz and no more.
Sharing the space in the cup in one-third proportions is one shot of espresso, one-third
steamed milk, topped by one-third foam.  The espresso is softened by the steamed milk
and also mingles with the voluptuous foam. That first sip is coffee wrapped up in and
permeating the foam, which adds texture followed by some soothing steamed milk.

Everything is in balance. The coffee is not overwhelmed/smothered by the milk and there is enough foam
to enhance the cup but not so much that I have to dig to find the coffee.  A true traditional cappuccino
is a white cap with a ring of dark brown crema at the edge.  Ideally you should see a brown ring forming
around the edge of the cup around the foam.

Espresso Macchiato: An espresso macchiato is espresso with the corners rounded off by a little bit of
milk. The classic is a shot of espresso with a dollop of foam on top. Macchiato means “marked” and the
dollop of foam marks the surface of the espresso.

HOWEVER, of paramount importance is the freshness of the bean used.  Once roasted the coffee bean
starts going stale and will taste flat after a few weeks.  Once the bean has been ground then you only
have a few hours before the freshness has completely gone and the coffee is stale.  If you are making
the coffee yourself then tune in next month but in the meantime remember, any coffee you buy pre-
ground is probably already stale.

And to get it totally right?   Timing........   Look, at the end of the day you can’t argue with the
Italian’s style whether it’s Colnago or Versace, cycling or coffee.  So if you want to do it right
then the classic cappuccino is the first coffee of the day.  Then the macchiato at around
10am, after that it should be espresso then espresso after espresso!  If you are doing the
Italian thing then milk in quantity should not be consumed with coffee after about ten am,
although this might come as a bit of a shocker for some it will, at least save you from getting
a hooge ass.

For more information, advice and, most importantly, freshly roasted beans delivered to your door
(by the only cyclist and roaster I know)  try Hill and Valley Coffee in Aylesbury.

RAGGY                                                     http://www.hvcoffee.com       01296 339425
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CLUB RUNS LIST
2nd January to 24th April 2005

Meeting at Guild Hall at 9.00* leaving 9.10

Sunday 20/2/05 Reliability Trial 100 K
Sunday 27/2/05 Waddesdon Garden Centre or Bournemouth Weekend
Sunday 6/3/05 *Reliability Trial 100 Mile (8am meet)
Sunday 13/3/05 Social Club Run
Sunday 20/3/05 Dinton Pasture Tea Cosy Cafe
Sunday 27/3/05 Winslow Jenny Wren Cafe
Sunday 3/4/05 Aldbury Tea Rooms
Sunday 10/4/05 Social Club Run
Sunday 17/4/05 Saville Gardens
Sunday 24/4/05 Waterperry Garden Centre

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at
the top of hills.

Please note coffee stops destinations can
change on the day due to weather conditions and
the number of riders.
There will be on most Sundays a faster training
group during winter

The Social Club Run (Ideal for new members)
The idea is that everyone will find a comfortable
pace and distance to suit them. There will be
different speed/distance groups leaving High
Wycombe Guild Hall at the normal time of 9.00
and arriving at Henley Park café (by the river which
is just before the rowing museum) for 11.00 approximately so all groups will meet up.
If the above does not fit in with your plans then please make your own way to the café
for 11.00. Hope to see as many new riders and club members as possible.

Club Captain Jonathan Smith
01628 474101
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CLUB RUNS TOO COLD FOR YOU ?   STAY INSIDE....

Italian ultra-cyclist Alessandro Colo, 43, just rode an indoor bike for 201 hours, 1 minute and 8
seconds in nine days for a “distance” of 3,608 miles (5,819 km).
According to reports, he did it with barely any sleep, getting off the bike mostly for short bathroom
breaks.
Colo, who works as a Spinning instructor, said he wanted to set a record for 5,000 km (which he
did in 174 hours, 12 minutes, 29 seconds) and gauge his fitness for the Race Across America.
He plans to ride RAAM this season, his second attempt after DNFing in ’04.



WHAT A MENTAL MONTH , I MISS THE BOXING DAY 10 DUE TO DODGY ICE CONDITIONS AND THEN

GO RIDING THE NEXT DAY ( IN THE SUN ) AND HIT A BIT OF BLACK ICE FRACTURING MY HIP AND

BUGGERING UP MY HIP LIGAMENTS , 3 WEEKS NO RIDING , ALL VERY PANTS , ALL I CAN SAY IS
JOHN PORTER WAS LUCKY I DIDNT FALL ON HIM AND SPLATTER HIM LIKE AN ANT ( YEP , HE WAS

WITH ME , HE FELL FIRST ) .
SO AFTER A 2 WEEKS OF NOTHING I’M BACK ON THE TURBO AND HAVE MANAGED TO WANGLE

SOME TRAINING IN MAJORCA AT THE END OF JAN , LUCKY FELLA , MIND YOU THIS WASNT

EXACTLY FUN ,BECAUSE OF MY CONTACTS AT T-MOBILE WE ENDED UP RIDING WITH THE T-MOBILE

DEVELOPMENT TEAM ( MORE DETAILS OF THIS IN A JOINT ARTICLE BY MYSELF AND NEIL WRAGG ) WHO KICKED ME ALL

AROUND THE MOUNTAINS , THE GOOD THING THOUGH WAS I GOT TO MEET JAN , ERIC , VINO AND KLODEN AT THE PRE EVENING

TEAM LAUCH AT CLUB ROBINSON AND GET A VERY NICE PINK HELMET , VERY NICE AND VERY FORTUNATE.

CRASHES , UMM AGAIN FROM WHAT I HAVE SEEN WE HAVE HAD SOME OCCASIONAL ERRATIC AND DAFT BEHAVIOR WHEN RIDING

THE ROADS AND LANES WE CLUB RUN ON , PEOPLE HAVE GOT TO LEARN TO ABIDE BY SOME ROAD SAFETY ETIQUETTE, LIKE

STAYING IN PAIRS , WE ALSO NEED TO KICK OFF SOME PROPER THROUGH AND OFFING , ITS OK YOU CAN MISS A TURN ( THATS ME

THEN ) BUT WE HAVE TO MATURE AND THE GROUPS AND RIDERS ON CLUB RUNS ARE ALL GETTING A LOAD BETTER AT RIDING AS A
BUNCH SO THE KEY IS , LISTEN TO TH GROUP LEADER AND DO YOUR TURN ON THE FRONT 1 MINUTE OR 30 SECONDS , WHATEVER

JUST KEEP THE PACE THATS GOOD FOR THE GROUP YOU ARE IN . ANYWAY , LECTURE OVER ON THAT ONE.

PLASTIC RUBBER TYPE RIM TAPE IS RUBBISHE , DONT USE IT , CHANGE IT FOR COTTON STUFF ( SEE CYCLE CARE OR BUCKS

CYCLE CENTER ) , 4 PUNCTURES IN ONE DAY BECAUSE OF THAT RUBBISH , LISTEN LEARN PLEASE , YOU WILL THANK ME.

ALSO , LISTEN ----- IF YOU ARE READING THIS ARTICL AND ARE NOT A CLUB MEMBER , GO AND JOIN , IT WILL BE THE BEST 20
QUID  YOU SPEND , WEST WYCOMBE VILLAGE HALL WEDNESDAY NIGHTS , ITS NOT HARD , SOME OF US ARE WEIRD AND ODD

CERTAINLY BUT THE MAJORITY ARE NOT , COME ON WE ARE ALL UNITED IN THE FACT THA WE WEAR LYCRA .

CIAO

DE CHIPPO

CHIPPOS GROAN CORNER

Know the number of a good builder?
Lance Armstrong is putting major emphasis on Europe’s spring classics this year while continuing to keep everyone
in suspense about his Tour de France plans.
There may be another departure from his usual program, too. That would be an assault on the HOUR RECORD — cycling’s
purest test of strength — something Lance has talked longingly about for years.
It’s a simple concept: ride as far as you can in 60 minutes.

Hour attempts are always made on a track bike at a velodrome. The idea is to minimize rolling resistance and
environmental factors. Eddy Merckx set the record of 49.431 km (30.65 miles) in 1972 and held it for more than 11
years.  But then riders began adding kilometers to his distance thanks to huge advancements in aerodynamics and
bicycle technology.
The aero revolution topped out in 1996 when British time trial specialist Chris Boardman covered an amazing 56.375
km (34.95 miles). That’s enough, declared cycling’s international governing body, the UCI. It ruled that henceforth the
world record could only be set on “Merckx-style” technology. Suddenly, King Eddy’s ’72 distance was again the one to
beat.
Undaunted, Boardman took the challenge in 2000 on an “old-fashioned” track bike. He eked past Merckx’s mark by
0.01 km (about 10 meters).
That’s the hour record — 49.441 km — that Armstrong would have to beat.  He is already testing on a prototype track
bike but the venue of the attempt has yet to be decided.
“I think the trick with the Hour Record is where you do it,” Armstrong explained. “Obviously we can do it in Manchester
where it’s been done several times. Ideally we would look for a high-altitude location and as we all know, there are not
that many covered velodromes at altitude, so then you’re at the mercy of the winds and the elements outside, or the
temperature if it’s not exactly in the summertime.
“We want to do it at altitude and it’s just a question of where we go, what we find and if we build a velodrome to do it,
and then take the velodrome down. And I think that’s probably the most likely scenario as of today: Do we want to
cover Colorado Springs and resurface it, or do go to Salt Lake City or somewhere like that and build a new
velodrome?”

So although the UCI have outlawed the technical wizardry that enhances a rider’s performance in gaining this record
they have yet to outlaw the expenditure that could achieve the result!
If Armstrong wants to build a velodrome at altitude, Sprocket suggests the top of Marlow Hill at Handy Cross!

RAGGY
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HIGH WYCOMBE CC  -  TIME TRIAL CLUB EVENTS 2005

DAY DATE COURSE DIST START TIME
TUES 19-Apr HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 26-Apr HCC202 10 19.00 MEDIUM GEAR
TUES 03-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 10-May HCC212 14 19.00 2 LAPS WHITELEAF
SUNDAY 15-May HCC087 17 8.30 HUGHENDON
TUES 17-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 24-May HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 31-May HCC178 11 19.00 1 LAP
TUES 07-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 14-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 21-Jun HCC212 14 19.00 2 LAPS WHITELEAF
TUES 28-Jun HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 05-Jul HCC178 22 19.00 2 LAPS
TUES 12-Jul HCC178 11 19.00 1 LAP
SUNDAY 17-Jul HCC224 30 8.30 FIRTH 30
TUES 19-Jul HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 26-Jul HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 02-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
SUNDAY 07-Aug HCC087 17 8.30 HUGHENDON
TUES 09-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 16-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
TUES 23-Aug HCC202 10 19.00
SUNDAY 25-Sep CC113 25 8.30 INTERCLUB 25
MONDAY 26-Dec HCC202 10 10.00

WEST LONDON COMBINE  &  HWCC CUP EVENTS 2005
DATE COURSE DIST TIME TYPE CUP ENTRY CLOSING DATE
Sunday  6 March H10/2 10 miles 9.01 West Ldn Combine 20th Feb
Sunday 20 March CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Comine 6th March
Sunday 24th April CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine 10th April-
run by HWCC so marshalls needed before club riders accepted
Tues 26th April HCC202 10 miles 19.01 Club Medium Gear Longwick course
Sunday 8th May CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Brocklehurst 24th April
Sunday 15th May HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 1st Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 19th June CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Longmarkers 5th June

& Handicap
Sunday 10th July CC128 50 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Fastest 50 3rd July

& Married Mens
Sunday 17th July HCC224 30 miles 8.31 Club Firth 30
Sunday 7th Aug HCC087 17 miles 8.31 Club 2nd Chiltern Cup Hughendon Valley start
Sunday 4th Sept CC113 25 miles 7.31 West Ldn Combine Club 25 Champs 21st Aug
Sunday 18th Sept CC113 25 miles 8.01 West Ldn Combine Hewgate 2 UP 4th Sept
Sunday 25 Sept CC113 25 miles 8.31 Club Interclub Westerley

Club Events entry on line
West Ldn Combine contact  Alan Hillier by closing date-names entered on list forwarded by Alan to organiser

contact  Alan approx 5 days before event for start time
H10/2 Maidenhead Thicket course
CC202 Longwick 10
CC87 17 miles-starts Hughendon Valley- hilly course
CC113 starts Tatling End/Amersham/Gt Miss & return?
CC224 Start Pedestal W Wycombe/Prin Ris /Thames & return
CC128 start Tatling End/Amersham/Wendover/Stoke Mand Askett & return
Chiltern Cup fastest agg time on 2 events
Brocklehurst fastest 25 on day
Longmarkers includes riders who have not gone below 1.08.00 for a 25 mile
Handicap all riders given a handicap time on day
Fastest 50 fastest rider on day
Married Mens 50 fastest married man unless winner of line above is married, then 2nd fastest
Club 25 Champ fastest 25 onday
Hewgate fastest 2UP on day 11
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GROUP RIDING
Nobody Said it would be easy

Big groups , higher paced training and lots
of crashes me we need to take even more
care on club runs
Here are a few reminders on club riding
etiquette; please remember that we all
bear a responsibility of care for the safety
of anyone we are riding with.
1. Keep together.
2. Front riders are the eyes of the group.
3. Front riders should warn of:- Hazards ahead

Change of speed
Change of direction
Potholes
Manhole covers, etc
Parked vehicles
Approaching vehicles

Warnings should be both verbal and by pointing and given in plenty of time.

4. Any warnings or directions given by the lead riders should be repeated by the following riders and
passed down the group from pair to pair.
5. After any interruption in the ride, e.g. road junctions, roundabouts, stopping for any reason, after a
climb or descent, the lead riders should make sure that all riders are back in the group before moving
off at normal pace. It is OK to keep moving, and is preferable to keep moving, but slowly until everyone
is back together. But don’t make dropped riders have a long chase to get back on,
it just makes them even more tired!
Exceptions are:
• When riders are a long way down, then stopping is an option to consider.
• When the route involves negotiating roundabouts, road junctions, etc, then waiting at a corner, etc, may
be necessary to ensure dropped riders follow the correct route.
• If novice or unfit riders are present, avoid letting them ride for long periods by themselves on hard
sections of the route, i.e. long hills or climbs.
• Ride in line with the rider in front of you; do not overlap wheels.
• If gaps appear in the group, warn the riders in front and request them to ease down. Avoid letting large
gaps open.
• Try to ride as a close knit group, including most climbs.
• When climbing in a group try using the same gear as the rider in front of you; keeping the same
cadence helps for smoother riding.
• When climbing in a group use the same style, i.e. in/out of the saddle.
• When climbing in a group stay in line and keep your position.
• When climbing in a group and you cannot hold the wheel in front, do not let a gap open up in front of
you - let the rest of the group behind you move forward to keep the group together.
• Communicate with other riders. If you notice gaps occurring because the pace at the front is too high,
ask the riders at the front to ease off. Keep the group together.
• Change riders at the front frequently, stronger riders doing longer turns, weaker riders shorter.
• Rear riders should warn of any overtaking vehicles, or instruct the group to form single file to help
following traffic when necessary.

• Rear riders should warn the group if any riders are dropped.

Thank you
The Management
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KIT REVIEW
We’ve been asking you for ages now to let us know of kit you rate, send any reviews of anything you
use and love or hated to hwcc@switchtechnology.com
We thought about doing a review of a whole range of a particular product but then we thought, “why
waste your time” so we decided to cut to the chase & just tell you about the products we know work.

ZEFAL FRAME FIT PUMP

If you’re a gambler or a bit of a maverick then this won’t apply but for the cautious amongst us then
you’ll need to carry a pump and I bet you wont find one that gives you more  pound for psi value.
The ZE FAL  88 frame fit pump that, basically, works.  I’ve been through countless mini-pumps
and had plenty of gas canisters freeze to my fingers but eventually they stop working.
That’s if, they ever did manage to get your tyre pumped back up to 110 psi on the side of the
r o a d . But this one does, it’s as simple as necessary, no double or telescopic action
here to complicate things.  Just a simple frame fit pump that will get your tyre up to the
s a m e pressure as your track pump in the garage.  It’s the pump that everyone wants to use
on the club runs and even impressed the British pro riders in Mallorca last month.
But if that wasn’t enough then get this, how much would you expect to pay for a pump that will
m e a n you dont have to ride the remaining 50 miles on a soft tyre?  £15, £25?
T h i s one costs about a fiver, yep £5.
And I also know that for a fact, there’s a box of them in Cycle Care.  They might have the carbon

fibre, double action, telescopic, wipe yer bum for you whizzy pumps on show but ask about the
b o xof the cheap ZEFAL ones and buy two. I did cos they’ll probably put the price up next week now (but
rmember to get your HWCC discount) !

PROLINK CHAIN LUBRICANT

“Be slippery”.  You’re a lube analyst and a bicycle chain lube comes into your office one morning
having a crisis of confidence. “What’s the point of it all?  Why was I put on this planet?  What am I
meant to do?”, he says.  “Be slippery”, you say back to him., “as long as you are all oily then you are
doing a great job”.  The bicycle chain lube walks out confidence restored.
But then along comes PROLINK CHAIN LUBE from Fluid Motion UK and shifts the goalposts.osts

As a lube it is much better than the thinner summer ones because it sticks around
far longer and during these wet, winter months it has been working very well,
keeping the drivetrain quiet and smooth yet not turning everything into a black
gunge.  In fact, this is where the PROLINK is different.

It actually cleans the chain as it goes along.  I’ve always agreed with this
concept that, instead of a chain lube picking up & attracting the road crap it should
be repelling it and keeping the chain clean but not found one that works without
leaving a waxy residue clogging up your cassette.   It all seems a bit scientific but it
uses natural ingredients and comes from the industrial conveyor belt industry.  You
have to read the instructions when first using the stuff because it does work
differently but even if you are putting it onto a dirty chain it will start cleaning and
lubing straight away, it’s good stuff!  Just reading the information about it, one guy
uses it in his chain bath instead of solvent to clean the chain first “Call me lazy but I
can’t see going through 2 or 3 chain-maintenance steps when one with PROLINK

works so well.”  I haven’t done this yet but I can see his point with this stuff.

As well as the bottle it is available in cool syringe like applicators for the little
intricate accesses.  This is less gimmicky than it looks as you end up using a lot
less lube because you can get it right to where you need it with no waste.
It’s not easily available from every bike shop at the moment so hassle your own to

get some in or go to http://www.fluidmotionuk.com or call 07946 374995.

RAGGY



For many years Cycle Care in
Desborough Road has been a central
point to many of the cyclists in, and around,
South Bucks and beyond.  It was all started
in 1979 by the current HWCC President
Dr Gordon Wright and a Cliff Grant.  The
shop was subsequently bought and run by
Mike Warren with the current owner, Simon
WInfield operating as manager.
Up until this point in 1994 Simon was a
rep for RJ Chicken & Sons before being
offered the managerial role at Cycle
Care.  The shop was then on
Desborough Avenue.  It was moved to
it’s current location, which used to be
bank if you hadn’t noticed (check out the
Oakley safe) in the summer 1994.
According to Simon this location though,
has it’s limitations.  With plenty of traffic
passing by this is handy but a move could
be on cards sometime.
In January 1999 Mike retired and the
shop was bought by Simon, so he’s been
running the shop now for six years and will
hit the dreaded 40 next year so be gentle
with him.

Well that’s the history, how about the
present?

The shop is run by Simon and Mark.
Mark was the head mechanic at Dees
Cycles in Amersham for 8 years before
being seduced  by Simon.  “A third person
working in the shop would be great” says
Simon but it is difficult to find the right
person, “they need to have the same
passion for cycling as I do, even after all
these years”.
The photo shows Simon as a fresh faced
15 year old after winning the Hatters
Lane Cyclo-Cross back in 1981 and
you’ll still find him, but obviously not
nearly so fresh faced now, on the HWCC
Club run on Sunday mornings in the
winter months and mountain biking in the
summer ones.

INTERVIEW WITH CYCLE CARE OWNER  SIMON WINFIELD BY NEIL WRAGG

Both the passion for cycling and the
requirements of running a business
means that time at home is limited.
The shop demands a six day
working week so Sunday morning
is the only time Simon gets to go
out on either the road or the
mountain bike, both of which - in my
ever so humble opinion  are
fantastic Merlin Titanium bikes.  In
some eyes, the epitome of
desirability, mine anyway as I
bought a Merlin Ti road bike last

year which transforms every mile ridden into an foamy
orgasmic experience of silken sailing along the tarmac.  Ahem,
sorry.
To increase the time available to spend with his family Simon
says that a third person working in the shop would be ideal
but, as most bike shop owners agree, the foot and mouth crisis
and last years less than favourable weather has meant a
noticeable downturn in trade.
One thing this has resulted in, however is the rise in the sales
of road bikes and ‘roadsters’, a road bike with flat bars akin
to a street mountain bike.  This is something that Cycle Care
has capitalised on as it already has a reputation for it’s sales
and service of high end road cycling.  Go on a Sunday club
run and count the number of Bianchi’s  - all from Cycle Care!
It has now been about 15 years since mountain biking
exploded onto the UK scene.  A lot of people have grown up
alongside the growth of mountain biking and arrived at the
same place.  ‘Sod dragging yourself through the mud in the
winter months and purchase a road bike to keep fit.’  A lot of
the mountain bikers in and around the area all use Cycle Care
now for both black top and mud plugging clothes and
components.
The success of Cycle care, I think comes down to Simon’s
passion.  After March you can usually find a motely crew of
MTBers in the Cycle Care car park at 9am on Sundays ready
for a ride around the Chilterns.  This is when Simon doesn’t
talk shop but enjoys the riding.
But when it comes to business Simon knows that whilst there
are cheap on-line retailers squeezing down prices there is
nothing like the personal advice, service and quite literally,
the touch of a local bike shop.  “There’s room for both types of
retailers in this market” Simon stresses, “but what some
people don’t realise is that Cycle Care is very flexible when it
comes to matching those prices.  If you want something, then
call the shop, name a price and we could surprise you.”
The over-riding priority of Cycle Care is, quite obviously,
making sure that it’s customers enjoy cycling as much as
it’s owner!



HILLY 50 Mile HWCC Reliability Trial  -  Sunday 6th February 2005
Meet 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High Street

Non-members welcome (and ride at the front whenver there’s a white line on the road).

1515

Fast Group:  Leave at 9. 00 . Time Limit   3hrs 00 mins.
Medium Groups:  Leave at 9.05 & 9.10. Time Limit   3hrs 50.mins.
Steady Group:  Leave at 9,20. Time Limit   4hrs 50 mins.



100kms HWCC Reliability Trial  -  Sunday 20th February 2005
Meet 9am Market Square, High Wycombe High Street

Non-members welcome (and ride at the front for all the kilometres that end in ‘ilometre’).
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http://www.highwycombecc.org

ROAD RACING o TIME TRIALS o
CYCLING ABROAD TRAINING CAMPS

TRACK o MOUNTAIN BIKING
SOCIAL EVENTS o CLUB RUNS

FITNESS TESTING o TRAINING PLANNING
COACHING

AND MUCH MUCH MORE

JOIN HWCC, ALL ABILITIES HAVE A PLACE
Fill out the membership form on the previous pages or pop into Cycle Care in

Desborough Road

WEST WYCOMBE VILLAGE HALL  7PM TILL 10:00 PM EVERY WEDNESDAY
Come for a chat

LONGWICK TIME TRAIL LEAGUE BEGINS APRIL 2005

“ BE A  PART OF SOMETHING “
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NEXT MONTH

And the HWCC Reliability Trials will be into full
swing, who’s gonna crumple?
More on the National & International racing
scene.
More interviews with the people that count -
those that run your favourite places - the bike
shops.
News - club events - gossip - kit reviews
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225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE,
Bucks, HP11 2QW
Tel: (01494) 447908
Fax: (01494) 440732

info@cyclecare.co.uk

“Time to join or we’ll send the boys
round to sing to ya.”

SPECIAL OFFER FOR
CLUB MEMBERS
10% DISCOUNT!


